
Temp 14+ Days Patch Instructions Book

1.Please scan the QR Code below and download the App for Temp 14+ Patch

2.Press the butoon on the lower right side of the patch.
  Turn your smartphone to bluetooth mode, and open the App 
  to match your patch.

3.Register after connecting your patch to the App.

4.Rip off the releace parer from the patch, put it on the items such
   as baby bottle or bathtub. And make sure it doesn’t  fall  off.

5. Since the initial temperature is unstable, it is recommended to 
   wait for 3~5 minutes before you start temperature detection. 

6. Set the measuring time on your App. It is recommended to 
   measure body temperature every 30 minutes. 
   The App records the temperature data

You can share your temperature data 
to others through Line, Skype or Excel profile.

7.You can set the days of your temperature curve,such as 14 days or 30 days.

8.The temperature cuves can be share to others through Line or Skype, or can be
saved as Excel profile for editing.



Multiple POST Box & Temp 14+ Days  patches instructions

Monitoring center
Admin Admin Admin      MasterAdmin

To measure all patients’ temperatures, the medical staff only need to
arrange a POST Box in every ward, and receive the temperature data 
on smart phones or computers. Classrooms or warehouses are applicable. 

Multiple POST Box box instructions

Turn on all
the POST Box 

Press the lower button on 
the Master box with 
a sharp needle, meanwhile, 
press the upper button on
the Admin box.

Repeat the above
steps to every
Admin box

Put POST  Boxes 
in each room, the box will
automatically connect to 
each other. And if one of the
boxes detect abornormal 
temperature,it beeps
and lights up.

The user will receive information 
of the person with fever through 
smart phones/computers.
POST Box will not stop beeping utill
the user turn off  the alert system.

The Admin box
lights up means
successfully 
paired 

Smart phones/
computers

within 30 meters

Note that the distance between each POST Box box must not 
exceed 30 meters,otherwise the temperature data will not be received. 

In addition, the receiving box closest to the computer is 
the Master receiving box and must be within 30 meters of the computer. 
The Master receiving box will receive all the temperature data collected 
by the paired Admin POST  Box and send it back to 
smart phones or computers.


